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Archival Collections

British Columbia Archives
Add. Mss. 3, Thomas Dufferin Pattullo Papers
Add. Mss. 23, J.W. Jones Papers
Add. Mss. 2659, John Thompson Papers
GR 666, BC Provincial Police, Crime Analysis and Fines Records

City of Victoria Archives
CRS 28, Public Works Committee Records
CVS 81, City of Victoria, Relief Committee Minutes

National Archives of Canada
MG 30, Department of National Defence Papers
RG 27, Department of Labour, Strikes and Lockouts Files

University of British Columbia, Special Collections
A.M. Stephen Papers
Angus MacInnis Memorial Collection
British Columbia Liberal Association Papers
Nelson Seymour Lougheed Papers
Premier Simon Fraser Tolmie Papers
Vancouver and District Labour Council Papers
William Bennett Memorial Collection

Vancouver City Archives
Add. Mss. 54, Major James Skitt Matthews Collection
Add. Mss. 222, Woodward Family Papers
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Add. Mss. 378. Amy Edwards Papers
Add. Mss. 576. Central City Mission Papers
Add. Mss. 618. Vancouver Real Estate Exchange Papers
Add. Mss. 641. Leon J. Ladner Papers
Add. Mss. 849 and 849-2. United Way of the Lower Mainland Papers
City Clerks’ Papers
City Council Minutes
Financial Services Papers
Health Department Papers
Papers of the Mayor’s Office
Vancouver Board of Police Commissioners Papers
Vancouver Police Department Papers
Vancouver Social Service Department Papers

Vancouver School of Theology
United Church Archives, First United Church (Institutional Mission) Papers
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